16MM CABINET HANDLES

Part of the Turnstyle Design Cabinet Handle collection, this slightly wider pull handle then its younger barrel sibling, makes for a versatile and strong product. It can be used for draws, doors and even appliances.

Recess leather, Solid, Hammered and a range of Amalfine designs are all available in the 16mm width. As well as a Goose neck version which is a new addition to the collection. These beautifully designed handles will finish off any interior perfectly. The long linear, cylindrical shape is suitable for any modern or traditional environment. Each choice of grip material, be that leather or amalfine offers a unique look to each product.
LEATHER

16mm BARREL (STITCH OUT) - R1512

16mm GN BARREL (STITCH OUT) - R1512

16mm BARREL - R1300

16mm GN BARREL - R1300

LEATHER GRIP FINISHES

16mm BARREL - R1512

16mm GN BARREL - R1512

16mm BARREL - R1300

16mm GN BARREL - R1300

SOLID METAL FINISHES

16mm BARREL - S1805

16mm GN BARREL - SF1805

16mm BARREL - HS1805

16mm GN BARREL - HF1805

HAMBRED

16mm BARREL - SF1805

16mm GN BARREL - HF1805

HAMBRED FINISHES

16mm BARREL - S1805

16mm GN BARREL - SF1805
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